IELTS Writing Task 2 | TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU
AGREE OR DISAGREE? with Jay!
so I'm gonna acknowledge why some parents might not vaccinate their children that'll be my first
paragraph but then I'm going to completely disagree or agree with side two and I'm gonna say
give my reasons why this should be I'll show you in a second how I do that this is the structure
that we're going to use it's very similar to the structure that we saw in the other homework
similar to the structure we saw in the discussion the other opinion if you haven't seen those
check those out on YouTube as well very similar structure we're going to write up sentence by
sentence you'll notice that the introduction and the conclusion are similar and you'll notice that
the paragraphs are exactly the same so in fact this structure is easy or quite easy to remember
how do we write the introduction we need a place to start we're gonna write sentence one where
you write a general statement based on the prompt so here's the question prompt again it says
vaccinating children against preventable diseases is not only unnecessary but also dangerous
what I'm going to do here is I'm going to write a general statement so I'm not I'm not rewriting
this in my own words that comes next what I need to do is sort of write a bit of a background
statement about this prompt a background statement a bit of a general statement so what I in
fact wrote was this my general statement says vaccinating children has become increasingly
unpopular among certain demographics of society vaccinating children has become increasingly
unpopular among certain demographics of society I've written a general statement based on this
what I want you to do is you're going to do it on a different question prompt this is your question
prompt it says smacking children is the best form of discipline to what extent do you agree or
disagree so one hour you to do now is write a general statement based on this prompt here you
have one minute the background state I should call it a background statement actually or a
general statement based on this don't rewrite that sentence yet just write a background
statement let me have a look at that chat all right what have we got we've got hmm jason says
some people believe that corporal punishment is the best way to instill discipline in children that
sometimes as a teacher you just think life's good that is a beautiful sentence well done Smitha
says spanking children is an age-old practice generally followed by people good fine victor says
children's behavior can be controlled in many ways but some people choose to use physical
punishment oh you guys are too good Julie to control our children's behavior some people use
physical punishment purnima these days that has become difficult to discipline children great
that's fine that's a general background statement that's fine physical punishments discipline
children has become a hot topic of discussion in recent years clothes good let's go back so we
wrote a general statement now we want to rewrite that question prompt in our own words a little
bit different let's look at mine so my question prompt was vaccinating children against
preventable diseases is not only unnecessary but also dangerous so what did I do first I wrote a
general statement vaccinating children has become increasingly unpopular amongst certain
demographics of society now I rewrite this in my own words and I've added a few words here
I've said these people claimed that vaccinations are hazardous to children's health and as such

a not needed so the idea of being hazardous is that it's dangerous and not needed is
unnecessary I've added something here about these people that's fine you can do that as if you
want but effectively what I have done for my second sentence is I have rewritten this in my own
words so here we have a background sentence now I rewrite that prompt in my own words now
I want you to do it for yours I want you to rewrite that sentence that smacking children is the
best form of discipline of course you may want to say that some people or some parents believe
that smacking children rewrite it in your own words see how you go all right let me have a look
at some of the announces

